
 
Pavlovsk Palace is an 18th-century Russian Imperial residence built by Paul I of Russia in Pavlovsk, 

near Saint Petersburg. After his death, it became the home of his widow, Maria Feodorovna. The palace and 
the large English garden surrounding it are now a Russian state museum and public park. 

The history of Pavlovsk as the splendid palace and park ensemble dates back to the 12th of December 
1777 when Catherine the Great gifted a small land, 6 km from Tsarskoye Selo, to her son Paul and his wife 
Maria Fyodorovna on the occasion of the birth of their first son, the future Emperor Alexander I. The new 
estate was named Pavlovskoye Village, but shortly after the construction of the palace and park ensemble 
began under supervision of prominent architects the beautiful estate could hardly be called a village. 

In 1779 in Pavlovkoye two small wooden palaces, one in honor of Paul, another in honor of Maria, were 
built. In 1780 the construction works acquired larger scale as the favorite architect of Catherine the Great, 
Charles Cameron, was invited to design the ensemble. The foundation stone of the Great Palace was laid on 
the 25 of May 1782 and already by 1786 the new palace, a marvelous example of Russian Classicism, was 
erected. 

The formation of the Pavlovsk Palace collections was closely connected with the journey by its owners 
through Europe in 1781-82. They visited workshops of well-known artists, ordering and acquiring paintings, 
furniture, bronze articles, silk fabrics, china sets, etc. They also brought back to Russia a large number of 
antique sculptures from Italy, and gifts from European royal courts. Many of these treasures are on view, 
together with an excellent collection of portraits by Russian 
artists, and a number of Pavlovsk landscape paintings and 
drawings.  

Along with the construction of the palace the landscape 
park that was designed as an imitation of living nature was 
laid down. The exceptionally beautiful natural surroundings 
suggested the architectural solutions and talented architects 
masterfully combined the natural landscape with the 
architectural construction created by a man. The landscape 
park of Pavlovsk is one of the largest in Europe - it stretches 
on the impressive territory of 600 hectares. 

During World War II Pavlovsk suffered great damages - 
the palace was plundered, several pavilions were destroyed and the parks were deprived of many precious 
trees. Although as compared with other former imperial residences lying in ruins the ensemble of Pavlovsk 
wasn't so terribly damaged. 

Nowadays the Palace of Pavlovsk houses the permanent exhibition of Russian portrait. The visitors are 
welcome to walk through the chambers of Empress Maria Fyodorovna, admire the original interiors and 
belongings of Russian tsars, created for them by the best artists of that time. 

 


